The HIV-1 envelope glycoprotein (Env) consists of the exterior gp120 and the transmembrane Env gp41, which comprise the functional trimer (10, 20, 21, 40, 54, 67, 68) . The gp120 subunit interacts initially with the primary receptor, CD4, present on the surface of target cells (12, 30, 42) . Receptor interaction results in substantial conformational changes in gp120, exposing the coreceptor binding site and permitting high-affinity binding to one of the coreceptors, either CCR5 or CXCR4 (1, 11, 13, 17, 19, 22, 63, 69) . This receptor-and-coreceptor interaction triggers extensive rearrangements within gp41 (23, 29, 33, 60) , which then mediates virus-to-target-cell membrane fusion and the entry of viral genomic information into susceptible target cells. During the course of natural infection, the HIV-1 Env elicits both typespecific and broadly cross-reactive neutralizing antibodies (24, 41, 50, 55, 66, 72) . The latter response occurs in about 15% to 25% of HIV-1-infected individuals and can mediate neutralization of diverse viral isolates (14, 18, 37, 57, 61, 62) . It has proven difficult to elicit such cross-reactive neutralizing antibody responses via Env immunization, in part due to the immune-dominance of gp120 variable regions and the apparent limited immune recognition of conserved regions of the viral Env (50, 72) . To gain better insights that might apply to immunization strategies, investigators have focused on those HIV-1-infected individuals that mount neutralizing antibody responses to conserved regions of the viral Env (3, 14, 25, 37, 38, 57) . Therefore, isolation of novel broadly neutralizing monoclonal antibodies (MAbs) and characterization of interactions with their cognate epitopes have received renewed interest.
Several broadly neutralizing monoclonal antibodies isolated from HIV-infected individuals define conserved epitopes on the HIV Env. These include the membrane proximal external region (MPER) of gp41, which is targeted by the MAbs 4E10, 2F5, and Z13 (5, 52, 75, 76) , the carbohydrate-specific outer domain epitope which is targeted by 2G12 (5, 8, 56, 58, 64) , a V2-V3-associated epitope which is targeted by PG9/PG16 (65) , and the CD4 binding site (CD4bs) (7) targeted by several antibodies. The CD4bs overlaps with the conserved region on gp120, which is involved with engagement of CD4. The proto-typical CD4bs-directed MAb b12 can neutralize ϳ40% of circulating primary isolates, and its structure in complex with the core of gp120 is defined (74) . Interestingly, viral resistance to b12 only partially correlates with residue variation within the structurally defined epitope (71) . Several b12-resistant viruses display an intact b12 epitope on their respective gp120 subunits (71) , suggesting that quaternary packing of Env also confers resistance to b12. These observations emphasize that in addition to the structural information provided by X-ray crystallography of the antibody-Env interaction, phenotypic studies may provide additional insights into mechanisms of antibodymediated neutralization and viral resistance.
We recently isolated three CD4bs-directed MAbs, VRC01, -02, and -03 (70) , from a donor whose serum neutralization activity maps predominantly to the CD4bs (37) . VRC01 and VRC02 are a closely related pair of somatic variants that neutralize over 90% of diverse HIV-1 primary isolates. The structure of VRC01 in complex with the gp120 core reveals that the VRC01 heavy chain binds to the gp120 CD4bs in a manner similar to that of the primary receptor, CD4 (73) . However, the gp120 core lacks the major variable regions, as well as the N and C termini, and may only partially reflect the VRC01 interaction with full-length gp120, or with gp120 in the context of the native viral spike. In this study, we sought to further characterize VRC01 neutralization in the context of full-length gp120, its impact on the architecture of the viral Env functional spike upon binding, and viral factors associated with the relatively few cases of HIV-1 neutralization resistance.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Generation of Env pseudovirus and neutralization assays.
A panel of 119 JRCSF gp160 plasmid DNAs containing single point mutations in gp120 (51) or VRC01-resistant virus gp160 plasmid DNA was used in combination with a luciferase reporter plasmid containing the essential HIV structural genes to produce mutant Env pseudoviruses as described previously (35) . In the case of making viruses treated with kifunensin, kifunensin (Cayman Chemical, Ann Arbor, MI) at 25 M was added into the cell culture media 2 h before the transfection. The harvested cell culture supernatant containing the pseudovirus was stored at Ϫ80°C prior to use to perform either virus neutralization assays or enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA)-based binding analysis. HIV-1 Env pseudoviruses were also used for neutralization assessment in a single round of an entry assay using TZM-bl target cells as previously described (35) .
Env protein and antibody expression and purification. HIV-1 gp120 was expressed in Drosophila S2 cells and purified with 17b-coupled protein A affinity columns as previously described (38) . Antibody 2G12 was obtained from Polymun Scientific, Inc. (Vienna, Austria). Four-domain soluble CD4 (D1 to D4) of CD4 was purchased from Progenics (Tarrytown, NY). The plasmid encoding CD4-Ig contains the D1D2 domain fused with the human Fc fragment was provided by Joseph Sodroski (Dana Farber Cancer Institute) and used to transfected 293 FreeStyle cells as previously described to express CD4-Ig secreted into cell culture supernatant (38) , followed by purification with a protein A affinity column (GE Healthcare). IgG b12 has been described previously (7) . V3 regionspecific 447D was provided by Susan Zolla-Pazner (New York University CFAR), and the CD4i antibodies 17b, 48D, 2.1c, and A32, along with the C1/C5 conformational antibody C11, were provided by James Robinson (Tulane University).
gp120 and CD4bs ligand-binding ELISA. MAb and CD4 binding to monomeric gp120 dissociated from Env pseudovirus proteins was measured using antibody capture and evaluated by sandwich ELISA as previously described (43) , with minor modifications (71) . Relative affinities (avidities) were calculated as the antibody concentration at half-maximal binding (50% effective concentration [EC 50 ]) derived by curve fitting with software GraphPad Prism, version 5.0 (GraphPad Software Inc., La Jolla, CA) using the sigmoidal dose-response model with a variable slope. 2G12 binding to virus monomeric gp120 was used to normalize the amount of virus gp120 in each virus lysate preparation. In cases of poor 2G12 recognition of gp120 due to 2G12 epitope mutations, such as N332A, HIV-Ig, or MAb 447, was used for normalization. The effect of a given mutation on antibody binding was represented by apparent affinity (avidity) relative to those for wild-type (WT) gp120, calculated with the formula ([(EC 50_ WT/ EC 50_ mutant)/(EC 50_ WT for 2G12/EC 50_ mutant for 2G12)] ϫ 100). Competition ELISAs of biotin-labeled antibodies were carried out with recombinant YU2 gp120 captured in ELISA wells coated with the sheep D7324 polyclonal antibody, which is specific for the gp120 C5 region as described previously (70) .
ITC. Isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) measurements were carried out by using the ITC200 microcalorimeter system (MicroCal, Inc.). All reactions were performed at 37°C as previously described (70) . The concentration of gp120 in the sample cell was approximately 5 M, and that of CD4-Ig, VRC01, or 17b in the syringe was approximately 50 M. The molar concentrations of the proteins were calculated using the following molar extinction coefficients: gp120, 1.52; VRC01, 1.53; CD4-Ig, 1.20; and 17b, 1.36. For the second step of a two-step reaction, the gp120 concentration was recalculated per the final volume at the end of the first reaction, which is equal to the sample cell volume plus the total volume of the first injectate. Before the second titration, the sample volume equivalent to the volume of the first injectate was removed from the sample cell. Data were analyzed with Microcal ORIGIN software using a single-site binding model.
HIV-1 Env gp120 shedding. 293T cells were transfected with the full-length JRFL or JRCSF Env-expressing plasmid pSVIII as described previously (49) . Forty-eight hours posttransfection, approximately 2 ϫ 10 7 cells were collected, washed with PBS, and concentrated to 1 ϫ 10 7 cells/ml. Two-hundred-microliter aliquots of the cell suspension were deposited into microcentrifuge tubes for each ligand at a given concentration. The tubes containing the cells were subjected to a 5-min centrifugation at 335 ϫ g at room temperature to pellet the cells. A total of 160 l of the supernatant was removed and discarded. A total of 20 l of the ligand solution prepared in a serial dilution was added to the cell pellets, and following mixing, the cells and ligand were incubated at 37°C for 1 h with gentle mixing every 20 min. The cells were then subjected to centrifugation, and the supernatants were transferred to fresh tubes. A total of 30 l of each supernatant was loaded onto SDS-PAGE gels and run for 1.5 h at 200V. The proteins were transferred to nitrocellulose membranes for Western blotting. To identify gp120, the V3-specific anti-gp120 human monoclonal 39F was used as a primary antibody (1 g/ml), followed by a horseradish peroxidase (HRP)-conjugated anti-human secondary antibody (Jackson ImmunoResearch Laboratories, West Grove, PA) at a 1:10,000 dilution, and development with substrate followed.
Antibody self-antigen recognition assays. Two assays were used for evaluation of the MAb reactivity to self-antigens as previously described (27) . Briefly, the luminex AtheNA Multi-Lyte ANA test (Wampole Laboratories, Princeton, NJ) was used to test for MAb reactivity to self antigens: systemic lupus erythematosus autoantigens SSA and SSB, sphingomyelin (Sm), ribonucleoprotein (RNP), sclerosis autoantigen (Scl-70), histidine-tRNA ligase (Jo-1), double-stranded DNA (dsDNA), and centromere B (CentB). Reactivity to HIV-1-negative human epithelial HEp-2 cells was determined by indirect immunofluorescence on HEp-2 slides using Evans Blue as a counterstain and fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)-conjugated goat anti-human IgG (Zeus Scientific, Raritan NJ). Antibody reactivity with phospholipid was assessed with activated partial thromboplastin time (aPTT) automated reagent (Diagnostica Stago, Parsippany, NJ), and time to clot formation was measured as an indicator of phospholipid reactivity. Antirespiratory syncytial virus (RSV) monoclonal antibody, Synagis (palivizumab; MedImmune, MD) and plasma from normal donors were used as negative controls.
RESULTS
Characterization of VRC01 binding and neutralization specificity using a panel of Env alanine mutants. The previously published crystal structure of VRC01 in complex with a monomeric gp120 core revealed the antibody contact sites on the trimmed protein lacking the major variable regions V1, V2, and V3 and portions of the N and C termini (73) . To study the VRC01 interaction with the functional viral spike, we used a panel of JRCSF alanine (Ala) scanning Env pseudovirus mutants (51) to assess the neutralization potency of VRC01 in comparison to that of CD4-Ig and the prototypic CD4bs MAb b12 (Fig. 1) . Since some of the JRCSF Env mutants were not entry competent, we also studied VRC01 binding to Ala scan-FIG. 1. VRC01 neutralization and binding on a panel of primary isolate JRCSF functional Env and gp120 mutants. Amino acid numbering of mutants is based on the HIV-1 HXBc2 sequence. The gp120 structurally defined contact residues for the VRC01, CD4, and b12 complexes are indicated in blue, orange, and green, respectively, with open circles (E) designating gp120 main-chain-only contacts, asterisk (*) designating gp120 side chain-only contacts, and filled circles (F) designating both main-chain and side-chain contacts. Mutations that knock out putative N-glycosylation sites (NXS/T motifs) of gp120 are labeled with a dagger symbol ( †). Relative ELISA binding affinities to captured gp120s were calculated based on the antibody concentration at half-maximal binding (EC 50 ). The effect of each mutation on antibody binding was normalized using 2G12 to control for the amount of captured gp120. Mutations that resulted in decreased gp120 binding (Ͻ33% relative to that of wild type [WT] ) are highlighted in blue, and those that resulted in increased ELISA binding (Ͼ300% relative to that for the wild type) are highlighted in red. HIVIg or the anti-V3 MAb 447D (values shown in red) were used as the controls for gp120s with poor 2G12 binding. Neutralization sensitivity of each mutant to MAb VRC01, CD4-Ig, or MAb b12 was assessed and compared to neutralization of the wild-type Env pseudovirus. The color scheme is the same as that used for the gp120 binding data.
ning mutants in the context of full-length monomeric JRCSF gp120. Consistent with the structural analysis, the mutational analyses confirmed that mutations at residues in loop D (N terminal to the V3 region), the CD4 binding loop, and the V5-␤24-␣5 region diminished VRC01-mediated binding or neutralization ( Fig. 1) . In some cases, single mutations, such as D279A (loop D) and D474A (␤24-␣5), diminished both VRC01-mediated neutralization and binding to the corre- sponding gp120. For other contact sites, such as those in the CD4 binding loop, neutralization could not be tested since these Envs did not support entry, but Ala mutations at G367, D368, and I371 resulted in diminished binding to gp120. However, for many of the predicted contact sites, individual Ala mutations did not result in a measurable decrease in either VRC01 binding or neutralization. This is perhaps not surprising, as single residue mutations may be insufficient to disrupt high-affinity antibody-ligand binding if the specific contact does not contribute substantial binding energy to the ligand-ligand interaction. In addition, the energetics of binding contributed by individual residues is not always fully evident from the structurally defined protein-protein interface alone. Of note, gp120 loop D and V5 regions contained substitutions uniquely affecting VRC01 binding, but not b12 or CD4-Ig binding ( Fig. 2A) .
We also observed that Ala mutations beyond the structurally defined VRC01, CD4, and b12 contact sites and scattered within V2, V3, the bridging sheet, and ␤19 regions significantly affected neutralization sensitivity to these CD4bs ligands ( Fig.  1) . In most cases, these mutations had more pronounced effects on viral neutralization than on monomeric gp120 binding affinity, suggesting effects on functional spike quaternary interactions or "packing" (9) . In a few cases, Ala mutations at such "noncontact" residues diminished neutralization by b12, CD4-Ig, or VRC01 (e.g., K121A and L179A). However, in most cases, these mutations resulted in a marked enhancement of viral neutralization sensitivity, especially for ligands CD4-Ig and b12. Specifically, mutations located in V2 (L179A) and V3 (R304A) and clustered in the bridging sheet (S199A, T202A, I424A, and Y435A) and ␤19 (⌱420〈 and ⌱423〈) facilitated increases in CD4-Ig or/and b12 neutralization potency while imbuing VRC01 potency with less quantitative increases (Fig.  1) . A few mutations that eliminated N-glycosylation sites in the (Fig. 1 ). Perhaps these Ala substitutions better expose the VRC01 epitope in the spike context as most of these mutations had a minor effect on binding affinity to the gp120 monomer. Overall, the Ala scanning mutagenesis data revealed that there were many more noncontact mutations leading to increased viral neutralization sensitivity for CD4-Ig and b12 than for VRC01, especially in the major variable regions V1, V2, and V3 (Fig. 2B) . Steric hindrance is not a major factor limiting VRC01 neutralization. It has previously been reported that limitations to antibody access to the CD4bs may restrict neutralization by CD4bs antibodies, including the neutralizing MAb b12 (4, 31, 32, 36) . This steric hindrance is thought to be a result of the three-dimensional structure of the functional viral spike, including packing of the variable loops and N-linked glycan shielding. Thus, viral resistance to b12 can often occur due to limitations of the antibody access to the CD4bs, even when the MAb cognate contact residues are present on a given gp120 (71) . Since VRC01 can neutralize approximately 90% of virus isolates by precisely targeting the CD4bs (70), we hypothesized that access to the CD4bs may not be a major restriction to its neutralization breadth. Stated in another way, neutralization by VRC01 should correlate closely with gp120 binding affinity, and few mutations on the Env glycoprotein should result in increased binding or neutralization by VRC01. This hypothesis is consistent with our neutralization and binding results conducted with the JRCSF mutant virus panel shown in Fig. 1 . Here, to extend the analysis with more circulating virus strains and various Env regions, we also evaluated the impact of previously described mutations that alter the Env structure or neutralization sensitivity and which also result in an increased neutralization potency by either MAb b12 or by CD4-Ig. Removal of a V3 loop N-linked glycan at position 301 (via a T303A mutation) (31) or mutations in gp41 (T569A/I675V) (4) resulted in marked enhancement in the potency of neutralization by b12 and CD4-Ig, but these mutations did not significantly affect VRC01-mediated neutralization (Fig. 3A) .
Taken together, these results described immediately above, along with the JRCSF Ala virus mutant panel data, suggest that VRC01 can approach its cognate epitope on the functional spike with less steric hindrance than does b12 and, surprisingly, with less hindrance than the soluble form of the virus receptor CD4 itself (Fig. 3B ). These differences might be related to the quite different angle of approach to the CD4bs employed by VRC01, in contrast to the more loop-proximal approach employed by CD4 and b12 (see the trimer model for these ligands shown in Fig. 3B ).
Further analysis of 16 VRC01-resistant viral isolates (from a panel of 190) (70) showed that VRC01 bound poorly to gp120 C5-specific antibody-captured gp120 derived from 15/16 primary isolate viruses (Table 1) . VRC01 demonstrated relatively strong binding to the captured gp120 of only one neutralization-resistant virus, 3817_V2_C59. This is in contrast to our previous finding for b12, in which b12 bound with high relative affinity to eight of the 14 b12-resistant viral gp120s (71) . Taken together, these data demonstrate that the relatively infrequent cases of VRC01 natural resistance arise largely from antigenic variation at the direct gp120 contact site itself, rather than by steric restrictions on access to the CD4bs that is more commonly observed for naturally occurring b12 resistance. These data are consistent with the Env functional spike model shown in Fig. 3B , in which V loop packing impacts b12 access to its epitope to a greater degree than it does VRC01 epitope access.
Antigenic and sequence variation of gp120 displayed by VRC01-resistant viruses. Our prior analysis of the sequence of 17 VRC01-resistant isolates, based upon the structurally defined contact sites of VRC01 on the gp120 core, demonstrated that the most resistant isolates contained alterations in residues in one of two regions of gp120: loop D or the V5 region (73) (see Fig. S1 in the supplemental material) . In addition to these two sites, we also observed primary amino acid sequence variation within the CD4 binding loop region (see Fig. S1 in the supplemental material). In contrast, the gp120 of most VRC01-sensitive viruses contained intact VRC01 contact sites. Specifically, sequence variation was located within a 5-amino acid motif of 278 T(D/N)NAK 283 of loop D, within residues 362 to 365 of the CD4 binding loop and flanking potential N-linked glycosylation, and within residues 458 to 467 of the V5/␤24 region. One interpretation of these observations is that the motif variations are linked, suggesting that multiple alterations in more than one of the gp120 hotspots might be required to generate full VRC01 neutralization resistance. For example, the resistant virus 242-14 contains variations in the CD4 binding loop and in V5/␤24; and the resistant isolate, T278_50, possessed variations in both loop D and V5.
To test the hypothesis that multiple changes in the described motifs contribute to full VRC01 resistance, we altered specific residues and made chimeric "swaps" to restore VRC01-sensitive viral sequences (e.g., that of the reference virus Env from HXBc2) to these resistant viruses ( Table 2) . We selected five viruses with the typical features of variation described above and tested this hypothesis, as described below.
For resistant virus 242-14, full sensitivity to VRC01 was restored by a set of mutations that included a V5 swap, a V5/␤24 〈467⌱ mutation, and replacement of residues flanking the CD4 binding loop with wild-type HXBc2 sequences. Individual mutations were insufficient to produce a sensitive virus, whereas the full set of mutations resulted in both high binding to the captured gp120 and potent neutralization ( Fig. 4A ; Table 2 ). These data suggest that each single alteration restores VRC01 recognition to a degree, but all are required for full sensitivity.
Similarly, the viral isolate T278-50 contained variations from gp120s derived from VRC01-sensitive viruses in both the loop D region (residue A279) and the V5 region (residue E459). Altering both sites to the wild-type sequence was required to restore VRC01 binding to gp120 and to recover full sensitivity to VRC01-mediated neutralization ( Fig. 4A; Table 2 ). In addition, the viral isolates BL01 and TV1_29 both contained variations in the structurally defined VRC01 contact sites in loop D, in the CD4 binding loop, in the V5 region, and in the ␤24-␣5 connection (see Fig. S1 in the supplemental material). Restoring the loop D residues, CD4 binding loop residues, and the V5 region residues to VRC01-sensitive viral sequences restored both VRC01 binding to gp120 and sensitivity to VRC01-mediated neutralization (Table 2) , strongly suggesting that the aforementioned resistance motifs within gp120 contribute to the VRC01-resistant phenotype of these isolates. We also performed mutagenesis on isolate 57128_02, which dis- 04 (left) and BG1168.1 (middle) are relatively resistant to b12 and CD4-Ig. In the setting of the gp120 T303A mutation or the gp41 T569A/I675V mutations that result in a more open Env conformation, these viruses show enhanced neutralization sensitivity to b12 and CD4-Ig. In contrast, both the wild-type and mutant versions of these viruses were equally sensitive to VRC01-mediated neutralization. Virus DU172.17 (right) was resistant to VRC01, and this resistance was not affected by the Env mutations that alter conformation. (B) Model of VRC01, CD4, and b12 binding to the HIV-1 functional spike. Top (top) and front (bottom) views of the density map surface of the HIV-1 spike, presenting three gp120 core protomers in magenta (39) To analyze the relative binding orientations of b12, CD4, and VRC01, the X-ray coordinates for gp120, in the b12, VRC01, and CD4/17b/bound conformations (PDB: 2NY7, 3NGB, and 2NY3), respectively, were superimposed on the same gp120 core protomer (PDB: 3DNN). The molecular surface of the b12-Fab fragment is green; the VRC01 Fab is blue. Within each color-coded Fab, the heavy chains are shaded darker than the light chains. The molecular surface of sCD4 is orange, and the variable loops are represented as gray ovals. Note that in this model, b12 and CD4 are more loop proximal than is VRC01. plays variability at residue 283 (I283T) in loop D, in residues 362 to 365 of the CD4 binding loop, and in the V5-␤24 region (Table 2 ). Reversion to putative VRC01 contact sequences in these three regions resulted in a gp120 with restored VRC01 binding recognition and a virus displaying moderate VRC01-mediated neutralization sensitivity ( Fig. 4B ; Table 2 ).
It is of note that, with the exception of the TV1-29 isolate, all the VRC01 neutralization reversion mutants are more resistant to HIV-Ig neutralization (Table 2 ). This might be explained by the likely possibility that the majority of the neutralization specificity in HIVIG, a pool of IgGs derived from HIV-1-infected individuals, is distinct from that of the monospecific VRC01 MAb.
As noted above, VRC01 bound with high relative affinity (avidity) to the monomeric gp120 of only one resistant isolate, 3817_V2_C59. Sequence analysis indicated that the structurally defined VRC01 epitope on this gp120 was intact and, as opposed to the 15 other cases, that resistance might be due to indirect conformational influences resulting in occlusion of the VRC01 epitope in the context of the viral functional spike. To test this possibility, we generated a 3817_V2_C59 Env pseudovirus in the presence of kifunensin. Kifunensin treatment of the viral producer cells inhibits formation of complex N-glycans on the viral Env (2, 16, 59 ). Compared to the virus generated from untreated cells, the kifunensin-treated virus was more sensitive to VRC01-mediated neutralization ( Fig. 4B ; Table 2 ). Thus, in this one case, viral resistance to VRC01-mediated neutralization was likely due to a glycan-dependent limitation of VRC01 accessibility to its epitope in the context of the functional Env spike.
VRC01 and CD4 interaction with gp120 displays differential effects on the coreceptor binding site. Previously, we demonstrated that VRC01 induced substantial conformation changes upon binding to monomeric gp120, as assessed by isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) (70) , in a manner very similar to that displayed by sCD4 interacting with gp120 (47) . Here, we more fully characterized the effects of VRC01 binding to gp120, compared to those of the viral receptor CD4 and the coreceptor mimetic MAb 17b. We did this comparison by performing a complete thermodynamic cycle analysis using VRC01 and CD4-Ig in parallel, along with 17b (Fig. 5A) . The change in enthalpy (⌬H) and entropy (ϪT⌬S) of gp120 upon binding to the CD4bs or coreceptor binding site ligands was determined. These thermodynamic values are thought to reflect conformational changes imposed by the binding of each of these gp120 ligands. As reported previously, following gp120 interaction with CD4-Ig, VRC01, or 17b, individually, gp120 undergoes a large conformational change as assessed by the observed large change in enthalpy (ϳ50 kcal/mol for both CD4 and VRC01) (Fig. 5B) . However, when CD4-Ig or VRC01 was mixed with gp120 to form stable complexes prior to the addition of 17b, the change in enthalpy of 17b binding to gp120 was reduced more than 50% compared to the 17b-gp120 ⌬H value, without the prior addition of either CD4-Ig or VRC01 (Fig.  5B) . These data are consistent with the previous observation that both CD4 and VRC01 can stabilize monomeric gp120 in a 17b-preferred binding conformation. Although VRC01 induction of the 17b epitope was slightly less than that of CD4, the overall signatures comprised by the full thermodynamic cycles derived from these ligands were quite similar (Fig. 5B) .
To further characterize the effects of the VRC01-gp120 interaction on coreceptor-directed antibodies as a class, we analyzed the impact of gp120 recognition by CD4i antibodies not previously evaluated. Recognition of these antibodies to gp120 was assessed in the presence or absence of the positive control, CD4-Ig, or the VRC01 MAb. The CD4i MAb 48D displayed enhanced binding to gp120 in the presence of both CD4-Ig and VRC01 (Fig. 5C ). Similarly the CD4i MAb A32, which binds to the gp120 C1-to-C4 region (46) , rather than the coreceptor binding region, also displayed enhanced recognition of gp120 in the presence of VRC01 (Fig. 5C ). In contrast, 2.1C, a CD4i antibody whose epitope overlaps with coreceptor binding site, displayed enhanced binding in the presence of CD4-Ig; however, its binding to gp120 was decreased in the presence of VRC01 (Fig. 5C ). This is consistent with the fact that both VRC01 and 2.1C appear to interact with residue V430 on gp120 (15, 73) and likely have overlapping epitopes. Despite this single exception, the interaction of VRC01 with monomeric gp120 in the antibody induction context appears to be similar to that of CD4. VRC01 and CD4 have markedly different effects on the functional Env spike. While VRC01 and CD4-Ig have similar effects on monomeric gp120, the Ala scanning of gp120 in the context of the functional viral spike revealed distinct differences between VRC01 and CD4-Ig interactions. Therefore, we sought to analyze additional interactions of these ligands with gp120 in the context of the functional spike. It was shown previously that in vitro, upon addition of sCD4 to Env-expressing cells or to free virus, the gp120 subunit dissociates from gp41 and is "shed" from the spike into the surrounding tissue culture media (6, 26, 44, 45, 48 ) (so-called "CD4-induced shedding"). To investigate if VRC01 can similarly induce shedding of gp120 from the functional trimer in vitro, we transfected 293T cells with plasmids encoding the JRCSF or JRFL Env to generate HIV-1 trimers on the surface of these cells. Following transient expression, sCD4 or VRC01 was added to the trimerdisplaying cells, and immune-precipitation using the anti-V3 antibody 39F was performed to detect any gp120 that was shed into the supernatant. The shed, monomeric gp120 was resolved by SDS-PAGE gels and quantified by Western blotting (Fig.  6A) . As expected, sCD4 induced significant gp120 shedding from both the cell surface JRFL and JRCSF Env trimers, in a dose-dependent manner. However, there was no measurable shedding of gp120 induced by the VRC01 MAb. Interestingly, although MAb b12 induces little conformational change to gp120 as assessed by thermodynamic analysis (34, 74) , it induced gp120 shedding from JRFL cell surface Env trimers (Fig. 6A) . The lack of VRC01-induced gp120 shedding, even in the context of the labile JRFL cell surface Env spike, implies that VRC01 interacts with the functional virus spike in a man- 50 (g/ml), half-maximal effective concentration of ELISA binding assay. b N-IC 50 (g/ml), 50% inhibitory concentration of neutralization assay. c Three VRC01-sensitive virus gp120 sequences are listed at top as references. VRC01-resistant virus gp120 variations from the reference sequences are listed in bold red type. The mutated residues are marked in bold black type and underlined.
ner that causes less alteration of the configuration of the viral Env spike than does either CD4 or the MAb b12.
To further investigate this apparent difference between MAbs VRC01 and sCD4 in their respective interaction with gp120 in the context of the trimeric spike, we assessed the effects on the gp41 subunit following incubation of these two CD4 binding site ligands. The rationale for this experiment is as follows. As a key functional component of the functional spike, gp41 undergoes significant rearrangement after gp120 engages CD4 (and perhaps the coreceptor CCR5) to mediate viral entry. The membrane proximal external region (MPER) is a highly conserved and important functional region of gp41 and is the target of the broadly neutralizing antibodies 2F5 and 4E10. The MPER of primary isolates has been demonstrated Table 2 . (B) Analysis of two Env pseudoviruses that were resistant to VRC01 despite recognition of the viral gp120. gp120 of virus 57128_02 bound to VRC01 with an EC 50 of 8.7 g/ml (Table 1) yet was resistant to VRC01 neutralization. With additional reversion mutations in loop D, CD4 binding loop, and V5, the mutant virus was moderately neutralized by VRC01 (top). Virus 3817_V2_C59 was resistant to VRC01 neutralization (bottom) despite strong recognition of its gp120 by VRC01 (EC 50 of 0.04 g/ml, Table  1 ). When the virus was produced in the presence of the glycan modification inhibitor kifunensin, it became sensitive to VRC01-mediated neutralization (bottom). to be occluded on the envelope trimer prior to receptor engagement (9, 76) and becomes more accessible to 2F5 or 4E10 after CD4 binding (9, 53) , presumably by substantial conformational changes induced in the overall Env spike architecture by CD4 interaction with the gp120 subunit, which is intimately associated with the gp41 subunit. To investigate the effect of VRC01 on accessibility of the gp41 MPER to antibody, we assessed 2F5 or 4E10 binding to JRFL Env-expressing cells in the presence, or absence, of the CD4bs ligand subset of VRC01, b12, and sCD4. Consistent with our prior findings and the shedding data presented here, both sCD4 and b12 enhanced 2F5 binding to the Env functional trimer (9) (Fig. 6B) . In contrast, VRC01 had no effect on 2F5 binding to the functional spike (Fig. 6B) , similar to the negligible effects on MPER recognition induced by the glycan-dependent negativecontrol antibody 2G12. Similarly, preincubation of sCD4 with the JRFL Env-expressing cells enhanced recognition of cell surface Env by the other MPER-directed neutralizing MAb, 4E10 (Fig. 6B) . Preincubation of the cell surface Env with b12 slightly enhanced 4E10 binding, but VRC01 had no effect. These data again suggest that unlike CD4, binding by VRC01 to gp120 does not induce conformational changes in the context of the functional spike. Thus, although the conformational signatures of VRC01 and CD4 are very similar on the soluble gp120 monomer, they have distinctly different signatures on the architecture of the viral functional spike. Lack of self-reactivity or polyreactivity. VRC01 was also tested for evidence of self-or polyreactivity. We observed no evidence of VRC01 binding to human HEp-2 epithelial cells, which are often used for the detection and identification of antinuclear antibodies (27) (Fig. 7A) . VCR01 also displayed little or no reactivity by the Luminex assay to a diverse panel of autoantigens (Fig. 7B) and no reactivity by ELISA to cardiolipin (not shown). Lastly, VRC01 was tested for antiphospholipid activity using the clinical activated partial thromboplastin test (aPTT) . No prolongation of the clotting time was observed for VRC01 (Fig. 7C) , indicating that VRC01 does not have significant antiphospholipid binding properties.
DISCUSSION
In this study, we assessed the interaction of the broadly neutralizing MAb VRC01 with the HIV-1 native viral spike, and where informative, to full-length monomeric gp120. We measured the effect of gp120 Ala scanning point mutations on virus neutralization and recognition of gp120 by VRC01 and the prototypic CD4bs ligands b12 and CD4-Ig. We also analyzed the contribution of amino acid variation within specific regions of Env to viral resistance to VRC01. In addition, we compared the thermodynamic properties of VRC01 and CD4-Ig (or sCD4) and assessed their impact on the conformation of gp120 and the native viral spike. Finally, we determined that there was little detectable interaction of the human MAb VRC01 with human antigens commonly recognized by self-reactive antibodies that may have escaped the normal regulatory mechanisms of B-cell self-tolerance.
There are several important findings highlighted by the results presented in our current study. We confirmed that mutations of structurally defined contact residues in loop D (N terminal to the V3 region), the CD4 binding loop, and the V5-␤24-␣5 region diminished VRC01-mediated binding or neutralization. With regard to natural resistance, in most cases, combinations of mutations at these sites were required to restore full VRC01 neutralization sensitivity. Interestingly, many Ala substitutions at noncontact residues increased the potency of CD4-or b12-mediated neutralization, but few of these substitutions enhanced VRC01-mediated neutralization. This suggests that VRC01 targets its epitope on the functional spike in a highly precise manner, overcoming the steric constraints that restrict the binding of many Env ligands. The observation that VRC01 targeting appears to be superior to the primary virus receptor itself is somewhat paradoxical, as one might expect that HIV-1 would maintain optimal recognition of its primary receptor, CD4. We speculate that selective pressure imposed by CD4 binding site antibodies may select for viruses that occlude optimal access to the CD4 binding region, even for CD4 itself. Obviously, the favorable energetics of the CD4-gp120 interaction allow the viral spike to engage host cell CD4, triggering the conformational changes in Env necessary for viral entry. In contrast, the relatively uncommon CD4bs ligand, VRC01, appears to target the functional spike in a manner that requires limited Env spike rearrangement to accomplish access and neutralization. The lack of VRC01-induced gp120 shedding and the lack of conformational changes of the native virus spike observed after VRC01 binding are consistent with this interpretation. Somewhat paradoxically, VRC01-induced conformational changes on the free gp120 monomer generated a signature that was very similar to that of CD4, implying that the conformation of free gp120 is considerably different than its conformation on the functional spike. Alternatively, VRC01 may indeed induce conformational changes on the functional trimer that are not detected by the assays used in this study but that serve to constrain gp120 in a (low-energy) state not compatible with coreceptor interaction or liberation of the gp41 fusion peptide required for entry.
Our studies of the mechanism of neutralization resistance to VRC01 reveal that a minority of viruses do contain alterations in key contact sites that diminish VRC01 binding and neutralization. However, we found only one example of a viral isolate that appears to resist VRC01 neutralization by restricting the antibodies' access to the CD4bs. These observations are consistent with the model in which VRC01 has achieved nearly optimal access to the CD4bs on the functional spike (70, 73) . We further defined specific aspects of neutralization resistance among a panel of 16 VRC01-resistant Env pseudoviruses. We demonstrated that full VRC01 neutralization sensitivity could be restored to several viruses possessing natural escape variations in their respective Envs. However, restoration of VRC01 sensitivity was accomplished only after multiple changes in three gp120 hotspots, suggesting that viral resistance might require multiple, and perhaps sequential, alterations. Ongoing studies will evaluate the effect of these VRC01 resistance mutations on the efficiency of CD4-mediated cell entry and on viral replicative fitness.
In our previous study, we reported that VRC01 could enhance CD4i antibody 17b and coreceptor CCR5 binding to monomeric gp120 (70) . In the current study, we extended such analysis and observed similarly that the binding of other CD4i antibodies to gp120 was enhanced by prior VRC01 interaction, a property similar to that of CD4. However, when we compared the effects of VRC01 to sCD4 interaction in the context of the functional trimer by other means of analysis, again there were striking differences from the monomeric context. We found that sCD4 binding to the functional trimer can trigger gp120 shedding from the Env trimer and enhancement of gp41 MPER exposure, confirming previous work that CD4 can induce substantial rearrangements of the functional spike, likely necessary to permit entry. In contrast, we did not see the induction of gp120 shedding or enhancement of gp41 MPER exposure after VRC01 bound to the Env functional trimer. These data support a model in which VRC01 locks the Env functional trimer into a low-energy conformation (or trough) from which it cannot "escape" to undergo the further rearrangements that eventually coalesce in virus entry. Finally, the observation that VRC01 does not display substantial self-reactive or polyreactive properties will facilitate the use of passive protection studies of nonhuman primates and humans. This outcome is perhaps not so surprising since VRC01, as noted previously, does not possess an exceptionally long or hydrophobic HCDR3 loop (28) , both of which have correlated with some level of self-reactivity previously.
In summary, the data presented here support the concept that VRC01 interacts with the functional spike in a manner distinct from that of CD4. VRC01 achieves potent neutralization by precisely targeting a highly conserved region of the CD4bs without requiring the alterations of the Env functional spike configuration that occur upon CD4 ligation. This helps to explain how VRC01 can access the CD4bs on the large majority of virus isolates and why VRC01 resistance based on the quaternary structure of the HIV-1 Env is uncommon. These studies highlight the unique features of this broadly neutralizing CD4bs-directed antibody and point to further efforts regarding HIV immunogen design based on its gp120 epitope.
